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ABSTRACT
The e-banking systems in Nigeria is witnessing a large
number of users, thereby encouraging the cashless economy
policy proposed by the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN).
Hence, these systems need to be highly secured and reliable.
This is because any compromise by this system can breach the
customer’s trust in using such systems for making transactions
thereby discouraging the cashless policy agenda. Based on
this the CBN is proposing the use of fingerprint biometric as a
means of identification of any bank customer in Nigeria.
However, since most fingerprint biometric systems can accept
and grant access to artificial fingerprint, it is therefore clear
that only fingerprint will not be suitable in securing banking
system. Thus, the primary research objective of this paper is
to propose a multifactor biometric model that would assist in
creating a highly secured banking application in Nigeria using
human physiological features. Based on the verification
carried out on the model presented in this paper, it can
therefore be sanctify to providing highly secured banking
system in Nigeria if fully implemented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The banking sector in Nigeria is witnessing tremendous
changes in their operations, as a result of the CBN cashless
economy policy. The policy is to limit the flow of physical
cash in Nigeria economy and to improve the security of bank
user’s information [12]. Meanwhile securing banking system
has been a major concern to so many researchers. It is worthy
of note that till today Personal Identification Numbers (PIN),
names and passwords are used to secure banking systems in
Nigeria banks. But usernames, password, signature and PIN
authentication is vulnerable to hacking [19]. Hence, there is
need for the e-banking system, operations and methods to be
well secured, reliable, simple to access and use. With this in
our mind, the banking sector have be making more efforts in
introducing biometrics as a means of verifying and
authenticating customers account. In order to improved
security measures in many data-driven applications,
authentication like biometric plays important roles [15].
Recently the Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) makes it
mandatory for all bank customers to register their biometric
information with their respective banks. However these
biometric are not used yet as a means of account verification
and authentication. On this account, [18] and [7] proposed the
used of fingerprint biometric for a secured and reliable ebanking services. Meanwhile biometric is the utilization of
physiological characteristics to differentiate an individual. It
utilizes biological characteristics or behavioral features to
recognize an individual. It is a new way to verify authenticity
[16]. The reason why biometric is gaining more attention in

the banking sectors is because if used as a means of
identification it will enhance information security and
encourages many (both literate and illiterate) customers to
perform their transactions using the e-banking services.
However, because of the possibility of many biometric
systems to accept artificial fingerprint [12], there is need for a
multi-factor biometric techniques in securing system of this
nature. Hence, this paper presents a multifactor biometric
conceptual model that can ease the implementation of a well
secured and reliable banking system using human
physiological features. This model provides multi-stage of
biometric measures for securing banking system.
This kind of research is a ground breaking move in Nigeria
banking sector as the CBN are clamoring for the use of
biometric in securing e-banking system for the full
actualization of secure e-banking system thereby encouraging
the cashless economy policy.

2. RELATED WORKS
Till today most computer systems are faced with a lot of
security challenges, the electronic means of performing
banking transaction is not an exemption, this call for the need
of strong security in these systems. Any electronic transaction
system must be able to guarantee strong security, privacy,
integrity, compatibility, efficiency, convenience, mobility and
low financial risk among others which are the characteristics
of biometric system [4]. Meanwhile identity theft is one of the
major and most prominent problems in e-banking system.
Hence, the need for strong security platform for this system
cannot be under estimated. It is true that introducing ebanking system in Nigeria has helped to curb most of the
problems associated with the manual system that make our
economy to be cash based economy.
However, with Nigeria gradually eliminating the long existing
cash based economy through e-payment system; Cyber
terrorist has stated taking advantages of the poor security
nature of this system in sabotaging the country effort and aim
in introducing this technology thereby using it for financial
fraud. Some of the major problems of this system are recorded
by [6]; [5]; [2] and [1]. Similarly those that are authorized in
using the system for transaction cannot be left out for using
such system for fraud. Meanwhile many financial analysts
have warned these institutions to work out modalities and
methodologies in providing strong security for e-banking
systems. Also, [17] noted that the inadequate of security
potentials in e-banking system lead to financial lost in these
systems.
Similarly, [8] reported that Nigeria has move six position up
the ladder to occupy the 59th position globally among
countries with greatest electronic transaction security threats.
The question in the mind of many is that a country with such
security threats how can it successfully achieve a cashless
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economy? Thus the introduction of biometric verification
number was made by the CBN to help capture each bank
customer biometric data which will help curb these security
challenges. Biometric fingerprint are unique to every human.
They are generations of numerous ridges and valleys on the
surface of human figure. A finger print is the flows of ridges
patterns in tip of the finger. Among all biometric traits,
fingerprint has one of the highest levels of reliability [11].
Biometric is the utilization of physiological characteristics to
differentiate an individual. It utilizes biological characteristics
or behavioral features to recognize an individual. It is a new
way to verity authenticity in many transaction systems [16].
CBN are now introducing such system for securing etransaction system in order to encourage and achieve the cashlite policy because password, signature and pin are no more
enough to authenticate identity but we should now fall to
biometric measures.
However many studies has shown that a biometric system that
uses a single biometric trait for recognition could also be
compromise [1,8]. Hence, to eliminate this compromise
(problem) we need a combination of more than one biometric
feature in securing banking system.

3. METHODOLOGY
This paper mainly focuses on the direction of developing a
highly secure e-banking system in Nigeria using more than
one human physiological feature (fingerprint, human face and
iris) to gain access to the system. The paper used design
science approach to conduct the research. The approach was
defined in the work of [13] as a good approach that provides a
method for conducting research and provides a model for the
research output. Hence, this research was carried out using
this approach. Similarly, the methods used in carrying out this
research are literature review, model design and key
informant interview method.
Using the design science approach with this method, the steps
enumerated below were followed


Identification and definition of the Problem: This is
the process of establishing the problem to be solved.



Possible Solution: This is the identification of the
possible solutions to the identified problem



Model Design: This is developing the solution to the
problem in form of a model.



Demonstration: Demonstrating how efficient will
the model solve the problem



Evaluation: Observing how good the model
supports the solution to the problem.

These steps were followed as a guide in each of the method
identified in this paper.
Literature review is conducted to gain more knowledge and
understanding of a chosen research area and help to bring
clarity and focus to a research problem.
Evaluation is a very important component in the design
science approach steps. Through it, the extent to which the
model supports the solution to the problem can be determined
[14].
In this paper the evaluation and demonstration steps for the
model were carried out by using the Key Informant Interview
Method (KIIM). KIIM can be defined as the discussion with
someone that has detail knowledge about a problem and its
possible solution. This kind of interview is semi-structured
interview which do not require a standard steps of questions
and is flexible to conduct. The method is used to discuss a
topic with knowledgeable person in a particular area.
In using this method, gaining access to key informant is
always a definite problem. However in this research access
was gain by using email and phone number to contact the key
informant.
The approach used in choosing this informant was based on
their line of work, knowledge and experience in the banking
software security.

4. THE MULTIFACTOR BIOMETRIC
E-BANKING MODEL
This section introduces and discusses in detail the individual
element in this model. This will help to gain more knowledge
about the proposed model and also serve as a guide during the
full implementation of the system. The proposed model is
divided into four sub-systems, as listed below:
The Fingerprint Matcher: This sub system is used for the
customer’s fingerprint
The Face Matcher: This sub system is used for the
customer’s facial properties
The Iris Matcher: This sub system is used for the customer’s
iris properties
The Combined Decision Matcher: This sub system is for
comparing decision made by all other three sub system with
the matcher template.
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Fig 1: System conceptual model

4.1 The Fingerprint Matcher
This sub model is used for generating fingerprint template
through the use of fingerprint scanner and comparing it with
the existing fingerprint in the database to ascertain if the
fingerprint exist or not. The modules in this sub model are


Fingerprint scanner that is used for capturing the
fingerprint image and pass it to the matching
function.



Matching function: This is the function that will
compare the fingerprint captured with the one in the
database. It will then ascertain whether the captured
fingerprint is valid or not and return the result to the
combined decision sub model



Template: This consists of the existing fingerprint
that is captured during customer’s registration. It is
the fingerprint database that can be checked by the

matching function to ascertain if a particular
fingerprint exists or not.

4.2 The Face Matcher
This sub model is used to process the facial features of the
individual. The model consist of the facial camera that capture
the face, the matching function that compare the captured
facial features with the existing ones in the facial database
(template) and the database that is used to store already
captured customer’s facial properties.

4.3 The Iris Matcher
This sub model is used to process the iris features of an
individual. It has an iris capture camera that is use to capture
the customer’s iris image, the matching function module that
help to perform comparison between the captured iris image
and the existing image and the database that store already
captured iris image.
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4.4 Combined Decision Sub Model
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